
Enterprise identity and access management (IAM) teams have their hands full. Between 
access reviews, group memberships, provisioning, and deprovisioning, simply knowing 
where to focus can make the difference between a secure organization and a breach. 

Start asking the right questions about identity threats, then decide how you will respond.
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1. Do we have dormant accounts just sitting in our identity provider (IdP)?

Identities with an active status in your IdP don’t typically stop performing actions for 30+ days. When this 

happens, it is often because the account has been forgotten or otherwise abandoned, remaining active 

indefinitely in the shadows. These inactive accounts are sitting ducks for account takeover attacks. Oort 

monitors your active identities and alerts you when they sit unused so they can be cleaned up quickly.

2. Have we successfully disabled terminated users in all identity systems?

Employees and contractors come and go frequently, and often in large numbers. With the potential for 

dozens of systems of identity in use, it can be hard to know with certainty that terminated employees or 

contractors no longer have access to any information or resources. Oort discovers users who are active in 

your IdP but not in your HR system (and vice versa) so you can quickly respond to the mismatch that is 

creating an identity threat against your organization.

3. Are users logging in with Gmail or other unmanaged domains?

Identity providers can allow you to provision an identity for any type of email address, including free email 

services such as Gmail, Hotmail, and countless others. There are often good reasons to allow these types 

of identities to be created, but since their services are outside of your domain, they are difficult to manage 

and their integrity is unverifiable. Oort enables you to whitelist or blacklist email domains outside of your 

organization so that you can clean up accounts that fall outside of your policy or control.

4. Who is logging in without multi-factor authentication (MFA)?

With over 60% of breaches involving abuse of valid credentials, having at least one additional factor of 

authentication is one of the most effective ways to minimize identity attack surface. Moreover, MFA 

adoption is increasingly becoming a compliance requirement. Oort goes the extra mile by not only flagging 

identities without MFA, but by enabling notification of the user or their manager via Slack or Teams to bring 

their account into security compliance. 

5. Do we have non-employees in our Slack?

Slack is a ubiquitous communications platform and employees often use it to share information with a false 

assumption of confidentiality. Many organizations also grant access to Slack for their contractors and other 

non-employees, unwittingly granting them access to privileged assets that can pose a serious threat. Oort 

shows you users who are in your Slack but not in your IdP so you can quickly understand which users 

outside of your organization might be seeing your corporate secrets. 

Try Oort Free for 30 Days

Fix your identity mess in 30 days or less with Oort’s enterprise identity threat detection and 

response platform. Just sign up, connect your IdP and your Slack or Teams workspace and Oort 

gets to work right away with Identity Security Checks across your organization’s entire user 

base. Get total visibility and precise vulnerability assessments of every identity across your 

enterprise. Send us an email at sales@oort.io or visit oort.io/demo and start your free 30 day 

trial today.

https://oort.io/demo

